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i
latroduction

In a modification of Miller's (1951) theoretical concepticasB of
displacement aa& an adaptation to the Thematic Apperception Teat,

Epstein (see

i:>'pstein

and Fonz, in press) indicates that it la

necessary to consider the interaction of drive, inhibition aid
etiaulus -relevance in accounting for responses to the test.

Fro-

ceeding from this vie%~point, the present stutly Investigates th^satic
sexual and gvdlt responses as related to stimulus-relevance and

experimentally induced sezual drive and inhibition.

Thematic Appereeption

/uid

Erive

In considering the relationship betweMi a cultvurally restricted
drive such as sex and its oanifestation in a TAT -type test, inhibi-

tory as well as drive factors Bust be considered.

appar^t that tme should not expect free

It Is readily

e^q^ression of the

culturally taboo sex drive, either ovejrtly ov protectively, without
soBie

degree of conscious c^sorship or unconscious inhibition.

though inhibition can occur for other reasons, it
assume that suilt is one of its siajor sources.

seeifiis

Al-

safe to

If little guilt is

operating, the drive should ejq^ress Itself j^elatively directly,

while if a high degree of guilt is operating the drive shcfuld

l»e

either inhibited or expressed indirectly.
Studios on both sex and aggression have demonstrated the neces-

sity of considering inhibition as well as drive.
two methods to induce sexual drive.

Clark (19^2) used

In one, an alluring faaale

experimenter was used} in the other, Ss were exposed to pictures of

attractive nude females in a false pre-experimsnt.

It was found

2

v±th both procedures that a

control group produced more sexual

iaag&py and sexual guilt in its stories than did the experimentally

aroosed groups.

However, •when sexual eynbolism was investigated

rather than direct sexual responses ^(1955), the aroused groups produced more sexual sy^dLs in its stories tton the control group.
Wx&a. the experimental group was tested during

a beer party, it pro-

duced more direct sexual responses than the control group.

This was

interpreted as indicating a lowering of the inhibitoiy gradient

tmder alcohol.

It was concluded that both drive and inhibition must

be considered in understanding drive-related responses to a pro^Jective test.

Further evidence of the Jiaportance of inhibition in Influencing
thematic sexual responses comes from a study conducted by

Scodel (1955).

ffiissen

and

Using a procedure similar to Clark's, they admin-

istered TAI cards to two groups of male college students who had

been exposed to sexually-arousing stiiauli (eight photographic slides
of nude females).

In one group, called Formal, the slides of nude

females were presented

tjy

a "formal, professorial and somewhat stem

man in his sixties" and in the other group, called Informal, the
slides were presented by "a yoxmg-looking, informal, penrissiTe
graduate student" (p. 90).

It was found that the Informal grcnxp

produced significantly more sexual responses on the TAT than the

Formal group.

Thus, the authors conclude that "arousal of socially

in
disapprcTved needs in the presence of an authority figure results
greater inhibition of subsequeirb expreosicaa of that need than the
aroTisal of the same need in

a permissive situation"

(p. 90),

3

In view of the above study, careful exanimti(ai of the particular iastiTictions, stimuli and tasks used ty Clark suggests that they
played an inportant role in the production of inhibition.

^^ch

experimental condition

In the

utilized slides of nude feiaales, the
It seesis quite possible that the

stinaili were art-^hotographor nudes.

inirbructions, which called for an ana3;jrtic "scientific" attitude were

Inhibiting when considered in relation to the blataiujy of the com-

pletely ^posed female

bo<i^.

an attractive female «as

xised

was nad© to emphasiae her

In Clark's experimental conditicai where
as adndnistrator of the TAT, an effort

se:^aial3y

stimulating characteristics.

It

vas Clark's contentiOTi that the presence of an attractive female
eaandjier would elicit

a type of sexual fantasy less apt to be guilt

ridden in nature than that resulting from the viewing of slides of

mde

f©sales.

fesaale

On the other hand, this situation, which ea^loyed a

who was representing a

laeiaber

of the university faculty acting

in an acadranic capacity, mi^it very well result in inhibitory
teidencieB,

Thus, it appears quite reasonable to view Clark's expo-i-

mental conditions as facilitating inhibition rather than expression
of sexual responses.

In addition, it should be noted that Clark had

neglected to control for TAT n Sex when he found that an e:q>er3^ntal
group produced fewer oeacunl i'e^»onsss and sex-related guilt respcaiSBBS

than a control group (before alcoholic CQiisiaaptioa) ,

Since sexual

guilt coiJ-d only occur in relation to sexual resx^onses, the iaterpre-

tation of the findings on guilt nust be questioned, for it is evident
that a group relating strong sexual responses has

opportunity for producing sexual guilt responses.

nioi*e

of an
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A Conflict Theoi^g
In additioai to drire and inhibition, a third fguitor, the relevance of the stimulus, nmst be considered as it is aasxnaed to
influence the balance between «spressi<Ki and inhibiticn,

Figure 1,

which is based upon Epstein's (Rpstein and Smith, 1956, Epstein and
Fena, in press) modification of Dollard and Killer's conflict theoay
(1950) and its adaptation to projective techniques, illustrates the

tendencies to espress and inhibit as a funoti<Hi of the noed-relevance

of the stiBtulua cues.

As the gradient of inhibition is represented

as steeper than the gradient of oaEpression, it folloas that with
increasini?; stiiHulus-relevanoe,

a drive-^u-oused group should manifest

an increasing tendency to produce drive-related responses up to
point "b", after Bbich the tendency should decrease, until at point
"c" it shoiild not differ from

point

""'c"

ft

non-drive-aroused group.

From

to "d", the drive-aroused group should Manifest an increas-

ing tendency to under-respond.

It should be noted that in the previously described studies by
Clark (1952) and hy Mussen and Scodel (1955), no cognizance was

taken of the stirrolus-relcjvance of the TAT cards.
Statement of the Problem
It is assuraed ttiat in order to account for projective behavior,

the intensities of both drive and inhibition

raast

be oonsidered.

That is, projectivo tocliniqueB function as th&/ do, not because
inhibition does not occur, but because it enters to a lesser degree

than in overt behavior.

As a fraiasirork for investigating thtauatic

sexual and guilt responses as a function of stlirailus-relevance.

5

c

d
<•

Fig. 1.

Conflict aodel.

b

STIMULUS-RELEVANCE

a

experimentally induced sexual drive,
predieticais wero

1,

aikl

inhibition, the following

mde:

Over all levels of iniiibition, groups under higher esqjeri-

mentally intiuced seaajal drive will obtain higher n Sex scores than
groups -onder lower e:q)erimentally i:iduced sexual drive.

based on the asGungptloia that, to

soiae

This is

extent, people's drive states

are projected in thcsnatio responses,
2,

Over all levels of drive, groups under high essperimentally

induced inhibitory set oonditicais will obtain loirer n Sex scores

than

t/xotxps

tions.

under low experimentally induced inhibitory set condL-

This ig based on the acGuaiptioa that inhibition as well as

drive influeaees theiaatic responses.
3,

Groups relatively higji in inhibition will not demonstrate

as nerked a relationship between drive and thematic responses as

groups relatively low in inhibiticaa.

This is based on the assuup-

tion that inhibition exerts a relatively greater effect on the
strong response tendencies produced by high drive tiian on the weaker

response tendencies produced
It.

fay

low drive (Sea Fig, 2).

Pictures of low stiraulus-relevanoe will discrirainate levels

of drive more effectively than pictures of high etinnilus-relevance.

This is based

cai

the assun^^tion that the gradient of expression is

less steep than the gradient of inhibition (See Fig, 3).
5.

Pictures of high stinulus -relevance will discriminate

levels of inhibition store effectively than pictures of low stiaulusrelevance.

This is based on the assus^jtion that the gradient of

inhibitioji 1$ steeper than the gradient of e^qjressiem (See Fig, U).

Fig. 2.

Grj^hie repreaantatlon of prediction 3«

Fig. 3,

Graphic representation of prediction 4.

STIM

Fig. k.

U L U S

RELEVANCE

(br^hio representation of prediction 5«
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6,

Over all levels of drive, groups under experajnentally

induced high inhibition will obtain higher thematic guilt scores

than groups under la» inhibition.

This is based on the assuraptioa

that guilt is projected in theraatic responses.
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Method
Subjects

between
All subjects (Ss) were unmarried male undergraduates
elJ'Jtteen

and twenty-two years of age enrolled in the general psy-

chology course at the University of Massachusetts.

selected from a pool of students

idio

They were

volunteered to participate in

in order
psychological e:3q)eriments during the course of the semester
to receive extra credit.

They were tested early in the semester

techniques.
before having an opportunity to learn about projective
Experiiaentally Inditced Sexual Drive and Inhibition

of the
Sis different groups of Ss were essplofed in the course

investigation.

The two variables which defined the groups were

induced inhibitory
experimentally induced drive and experifflentally
set.

levels of
The six groups consisted of cocibinations of three

induced drive with two levels of inhibitory set.
EgperimentalJy Induced Drive .

The induced drive variable con-

sexually arousing
sisted of the presentation of three levels of

pictorial stimuli.

The stiiauli were selected as follows »

Ten male

mental hygiene clinic
V
judges, consisting of staff menibers at a Jl.
asked to sort a large
and graduate students in psychology, were
separate groups on the
number of photographs of woman into three

basis of their sexual3y stijmilatino quality.

The judges were in-

they felt were high3y
structed to place in one group the photogr^hs

those that were moderately
sexually stimulating, in a second group
group those th^y felt were
sexually stJjnulating, and in a third

least stimulating.

independently.
The judges sorted the photographs

:

12
Four photographs at each of

tfus

three levels of arousal wire selected

which represented ccaaplete agreement on ihe part of the judges.

The

highly seaaally arousing pictorial stiiauli all turned out to be of

art photograpl^ nudes, the laedium of scantiHy attired "pin-up" or
"cheesecake" pictures, and the low of fully clothed everyday women
(See Appendix A),

Experimentally Induced Inhibitory Set ,

The inhibitory set

variable consisted of an eaperinental condition designed to miniinize
the occurrence of Ijshibitim and an e^eritnental condition desired

to mrfjniae the occurrence of inhibition.

In order to minimize

inhibiticm the following was done in an effort to aake sexueuL feelings and expression as appropriate and as acceptable as possible.

The author, a male graduate student, served as the pre-test sxperlmenter (aAninistrator of the sexually stinmlating slides) and

maintained a oasu€il and permissive, "one of the beys", attitude
throughout the adjainistration of the pre-test conditicHi,

The follow-

ing instructions, which were f omnilated to make tbe presentation of
the slides plausible to the 3s, were designed to contribute to the

permissive atnosidiere
"This stutfy is aimed at understanding more about sexual
attractiveness, ¥e are particularly interested in discoverinc whether there is any agreement as to what makes
women sexually attractive to youn,': men in our culture
and whether there is agreement between different cultures,
"I have four slides of (nude) (pin-up type) (attractive)
These pictures were obtained from (art
fcffliales.
photography collecticaui) (nagazines ) (magazines).

"The stu<^y is con^jletely in the interests of science.
However, if you object to taking part in a study of
sex, please feel free to leave now or any other time.
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You will still be given half -credit, that is, credit for
seivinc as a eiibjoct for half on hour,
"On jour aiiswer sheet you
see a linc-ratia- scale
(this was escplained). The first tine I show you the
slides I UBnt ycrj, only to thirJc cJiout the girls' sex
appeal. Then the slides will be shown again for a few
seconds each, at lihich time joa caii r.td.cldj'- nake sane
comments about what it is about a particular girl you
like most, such as her facial expression, the shape of
her breasts, or connnsnts as to how passionate you feel
the girl would be, or things like that,
"I think that joa idll find tiat most of these pictures
are of at least fairly attractive girls. We have
purposely included only fairly attractive :^.£ls. So
when you use the rating scale, don't be concerned if
nany of the ratias^s fall totjardr the attractive end of
the scale. Your job is to ^dge the sexual attractiveness of these girls. To do this Jjaacine yourself with
the girl under conditions where you would not feel moral
restraint, for exaag^le, if you wore married to her and
it was your hon^rmoon night. In short, I would like you
to 2ive your natural reactions to the sirls rather than
be overly analytic about it. Just let yourself go and
3?ate your natural reactions."

In addition, Ss were told that it was not neceacary toe them to
write their nanes cm the pre-test papers.

In order to naxiaiae inhibition it was considered necessary to
diminish the permissibility and legitiraacy of the Ss to enjoy the

viewinc of ^he sexually arousing slides.

Tho following was done in

an effort to make sexual feelings as inappropriate and as unacceptable as possible.

A kZ year old woman Graduate student served as

the pre-test experimenter.

She was conservatively dressed and

maintained a strict, business-like attitude throughout the administration of the pre-test condition. 1

The following instructions were

This pre-test experinsanter, a physically larf^e woman, who
xT
is an ex-school teacher, reported no difficulty in assuming and maijitaining a stem and forceful appearance during tho administration of
the test.
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designed to nake the presentation of the slides plausible and to
contribute to the non-permissive atraosphearej

aimed at understanding more about sexual
attractiveness. vJe arc particularly iLiterestcd in cliscovering whether there is axsy agreement as to what makes
vroticn sexually attractive to yoim:; men in our ciilture and
whether there is an^r agreeiasnt between different cultures.
"Th3.s stu<fy is

"I have four slides of (nude) (pin-up type) (attractive)
females. These pictures -K-ere obtained frcEi (art
photography type collections) daagazines) (magazines).
The slides were selected not because vo were concerned
about making the task more enjoyable for you, but because
these are the only ones presently available.

"The study is coE^^leteTy in the Interests of science
ilosfever, if you object to taking part in such a stu.(^y
for ar^y reason -.rb^itever, please feel free to leave now
or at say other time. You will still be given halfcredit, that is, credit for cervine as a subject for
half an hour.

"On your answer sheet yon will see a line-rating scale
The first tibae I show you the
(tliic- -v.^is e:n7lained).
slides I want you (Xily to think about the girl's sex
appeal.. Then the slides iri-ll be shoim again for a few
seconds each, at which tin© you can quickly laake your
If you like you can rmke
judr'juents on the ratine scale.
som© adult types of cosBmenta about the particular girls.
"I think you will find that these pictures are of at
least fairly attractive wonen. So vhen you use the
rating scales, don't be concerned if laascr of the ratings
fall toimrd the attractive end of the scale; but try to
make fine discriminations amcmg the more attractive women.
attractiveness of
!lo\r remenber your job is to juditc the
these women, but I want ycm to keep in mind that this is
a pf=-.-ious f^ciraitilfic study and there: ore it ropiiires
Sg^iStlverajiilrbical thought. 'i'akS~fcH e task seriously .
Under no circiuastances are you to call out, lau[<h or
influ^Lce aiyone else . In short, act mature d

"Be sure to write your name clearly on your answer sheet
because it will be used as sai att^dance check."

TAT Stimulus Material

The TAT -type test ccaisisted of six specially

desi,<pu3d pic.
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tures aiTanr;©c! along a dijaension of stiraolus-relevance for the
aoxual drive.
3 and

l\,

The pictures, with slight laodifications in Pictures

had preTiouoly heea used by Leinian (1961) in a study

a siBiilar population.

Eighteen percent sod 2ht of the Ss used in

Leiaan's study responded
respectivelj',

-vrhich

'.ri-th

T-rith

a sexual theme to Pictures 1 and 2,

ware selected in the present study as lo»-

with a
releraiit pictures? $2% and "ilt of Leinan's Ss responded
seocoal theHse to Pictures 3 and h, respectively', wh5.ch

were selected

respwided
as mediujc-relevant pictures; 92% and 995 of I.oiiaan's Ss

with a sexual

theiae

to Pictures ? and 6, respectively, \jhich were

selected as hi?h-relcvant pictures.
fied

isi

Picture 3 was slightly modi-

the present study by havins the man on the park bench look-

straifthtenia^
ing at his wrist watch and Picture h was modified by

the lines of the

tiro

figures walking alor^g a dirt road in order to

give them a more youthful appearance.

The modifications were made

in order to slir'htly raise stiaiulus-relefvance .

Pictures were pre-

that
sented in the order of increastn;? sexual relevance so

.^^eneral-

would be
ization of sexual responses from one picture tc the next
at a udniman.

The pictures, in order of presentation, werej

(See

Appendix B for reproductions of pictures)

by the sky, it

1.

A young aan is sitting on a dock.
is early evening or morning.

2.

A

3.

is
A young nan is sitting on a park bench at night, and
locking at his wrist watch.

h.

Two firures are walkin?; alonjr a dirt road.
ambiguous.

younf:

Jud^in,?:

man is striding through a doorway in a house.

Their sex is

16

wcanan are 3ying rai the ground in a scenic
setting, ^hey are possibly studsdng together, as one is
holding a book. Thery raay be about to make love,

5,

A young man and

6.

A man, lying on a bed, is holding and kissing a woman

tAio

is leaning over hin«

The procedure for presoatiiig the TAT -'type teat «as the same as
that followed by Atkinson and McClelland (19W).

Subjects were told

that they were participating in a test of creative inagination (See

Appendix C for instructions).

Each picture was exposed for twenty

sectaids, and then a f car Ednute period was allowed for writing.

Experimental Procedure

The eaqjerimental procedure consisted of two parts:

l) the pre-

test condition which imrolved inducing sexutd drive and inhibition
and, 2) the presentation of a TAT-type test.

The follovdng pro-

cedure was utilized in order to niniuize the possibility that the

Ss would

beconffi

aware of the fact that in the pre-test groups they

were being intentionally stijnulated for the purpose of laeasurine
their reactieois to the TAT.

One of

tJxe lare-test

experimenters (administrator of the sexually

Ss.
arousing slides) and the TAT adndnistrator^ initially met the
experimenter.
The TAT administrator introduced himself and the pre-test

He pointed cmt that he and another experimenter (pre-test adminisrequired
trator) were both doing research, and since their tasks

only about a half hour each, it would be less of an

Ijigjosition on

the student's time than serving as Ss for two separately scheduled

2. A male graduate student administejred the TAT to all groups.
He presented the TAT in the same manner to all groups.

17

experiments as they would receive separate credit for the two experiments.

After these introdixotoiy retsarks, the TAT adminiatrator left

the roOTi.

Three groups were exposed to low, medium and high sexually

arousinf; slides, respectively, under conditions desisned to minimize

the occurrence of inhibition, and three different groups to the same
slides under conditicfns designed to maximiBe the occurrence of
inhibition.

After Ss rated the slides on the line rating scales, th«

first experimenter collected the papers, packed up the slides,

Uianked the TAT awiministrator, who had returned, for the use of the
tiae, and left the room.

In addition to gaining rapport, the intro-

ductory remarks and procedures served to conv^ \he iii5)ression that
there were two distinct experiments ,3

Following the pre-test pro*

oedure, the other experimenter admixdstered the TAT in the laanner

which has been previously described.
Summaiy of Procedure
1.

Three groups of Ss were each presented with one of three

different sets of slides of females representing three levels of
sexual stimulation.

Half of each group was presented the slides

under conditions designed to maximize inhibititsi and half under conditions designed to minimize inhibition.
2.

All Ss were then presented with a TAT -type test made up

of pictures arranged aloaag a dimension of stimulus-relevance in

3. On a. questionnaire administered to all Ss after the c:q>eriment was concluded, caily two Ss indicated they suspected a connection between the pre-test experiment and the administration of the
TAT. The TAT protocols of these Ss -.rere not ueod in the stut^i'".
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regard to sexual drive.

Definition of Groups
Subjects were run in groups of 10 or aore until at least 20 had

taken the TAT-type test under each of the six experimental conditions
(three levels of drive x two levels of inhibition).

the S3 vho

initifll^jr

The totals for

participated in the experiment in each of the

six experimental groups were as follovre:

low-drive, low-inhibition,

low-inhibition,
26j laedium-drive, low-inhibition, 22 j high-drive,
high-inhibition,
2Uj low-drive, liigh-inhibition, 23 j indium-drive,
2U} high-drive, high-inhibition, 25.

Two aiarried Ss, two Ss who

perceived a connectioE between the pre-test experiment and the
adirinlstration of the TAT, and foiar Ss who did not fit the age

Halts were autonatically eliminated.

After eliaiinatii^^ these Ss

the ansOlest group consisted of a total of 20 Ss.
other groups were then eliminated by a table of

Subjects in the

i^dom

raisiiers

to

reduce all groups to SO Ss.
Since the present

studfcr

is la some ways a replication of

was conClark's (1952), which was conducted at Yale University, it
the
sidered that an iji^ortaat difference night be that the Ss in
two studies differed in socio-ecanooie status.

Although Clark did

not obtain data of this nature, it is assumed that Yale University
undergraduates are apt to be of laiddle and upper soclo-econoiBic
status.

For the purpose of comparison of the two studies, Ss were

then
asked to r^ort their father's occupations (which the author
In
rated according to the classification used by Kinsey (19U8)
establishing norms for male sexual behavior).

The Ss were nainly
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found to be from «hat might be considered the lower and middle socioeconomic clasces.

The frequency distribution of occupational cate-

gories for the six groups was approximately equal (See Appendix D for

frequency distribution of father's occupational categories for the

six groups).
Scoring of Thematic Responses
Heed Sex .

Need Sex (n Sex) is defined by Murray as the need

To have sexual

"to seek and enjoy the conpany of the opposite sex.

relations.

To fall in love, to get itarried" {I9h3, p. 10),

Follow-

ing a scoring syjstem used by Leiiaan (I96I), a weighted score of 0

to 5 was given to each stoiy.

Basic weii^ts were first assigfted as

folllows:
1.

The sli^test reference to sarriage or ronanco ("They are

nan and ^d.fe", "They are on a date").
3,

Reference to physical sexual contact other than sexual

car").
intercourse ("He wants to kiss her", "They are petting in the
5,

Actual or itqxLied sexual intercourse ("They are going to

have sesual relations",

"vShe

has beccaae pregnant").

Weighted scores of 2 and U vere assigned to stories which
judged to fall between 1 and 3, and 3 and 5, respectively.

T<-ere

Basic

accordweights were moc^-fied up to cme point ^jithin the 0 to 5 range
frequency and
ing to intensity of the need, iiaportance to the plot,
duration.

The experimenter and a graduate student who had previous

e^qperionce in scoring thematic responses for

scored the stories.

n Sex independently

Reliability (intorscorer) for

tlie

scores was .97 for all pictures combined for 100 Ss.

wej^jhted

Both scorers
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scored the stories without loioaledge of the drive and inhibitioi giroup

each S was

frcaa.

The experimenter 'e ccores wotc used in the analysis

Szanples oT stories reoeivinc each of the weights are

of the data,

presented in Appendix E,
Sear.jffl

TArllt ,

TAT Sejosal Qoilt, based on a system used by

Leinan and Epstein (in press), was divided into three categories,
OSS In relation to internal forces, ona in relation to esrt.emal

forces acting

cai

the hero, and one involvixig jalsf ortune f ollTOdng,

but not a consequence of, sexual activity e.s., "3c leaves the girl
and on

Iiis

way

hoaae

he gets hit by a ear"

.

This subdivisicai is

based on a continuua ranging froa the most direct form of guilt to
the least recognisable level,

A weighted score of 0 to 5 was Msed

within each level of guilt (See App^idix ? for ©xaaqples of stories
given each weighted ecore)

Weights for internal guilt;
1,

Sommc

is very slich^^ashafflsd or aEfcarrassed over sexual

activity,
3,

Someone is moderately guilty or anxious over sexual
activity,

5,

Soaeone is esAreml^ CuilV or ansious over sesual
activity.

Weights for eateraal guilt:
is udldly criticized for sesJual activity,

1.

v-Dosaeone

3.

Someone is moderately criticised or punished for oeaml
activity.

SoEeonc is severely punished for se^ml activity.

21

Waights for inctirect sexaal guilt:
1,

Soaieone has slii^t Kisfortiaxe aXtoi- sexual activity.

3.

Soiaeone has moderate laisfortuxia after sexual activity.

5,

Someone has severe ndsrortune after seixual activity,

Wei^ted scores of
fudged to fall in

2 and

l»

betwon 1 and

-.rers

asEigned to stories which were

3» a^K^ 3 and

respectively.

In

to laodithe sane mannur as with n Sax, these weights were subject
plot,
fioatioa acoordiag to iatenaity of guilt, iaportauce to the

frequency and duration.

Since, as it turned out, the data did not

reLutive3y
permit each score to be investigated separately due to the
craiblned
few scores for the different guilt categories, they were

In order to accosKJlish this, intei-nal

into one overall guilt score.

ladirect guilt
guilt was ianltiplied by 5, external guilt by 3, and

by 1, and the products amsasd.
based

m the assujaptiou «iat

catioii of

gunt,

wiiereas

ingly laore questionable,

The differential weishtinjr was

internal guilt was the clearest indi-

extenml and indirect guilt were increasReliability (interscorer) for the weighted

score was .78 for the pooled pictures on
selected group of 20 records.

th*.

basis of a randoiily
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Results
Thecattic Sexual Responses and Sexual Drive

It had been pcredicted that over all levels of inhibition, there

would be a direct relationship between theraatic sexual responses and
sexual drive as defined
diticais.

l)^

the ezperimentany induced drive con-

A n Sex score for each level of stiaiulus -relevance was

obtained for each S by the addition of the scores for the two stories

in each level of stianilus-relevance.

The n

Seat

scores for the low,

laediuB, and high-relevant pictxires based cm two pictures per level

were then transformed to normalized standard scores per level of
stiEoliis-relevance with means of $0 and standard deviations of 10
(ifeCall's T),^

A "split-plot" analysis of variance (Cochran and

Cox, 19^7) was then carried out.

drive is associated

tri-th

In Table 1, it can be seen that

differences in thematic sexual responses

to a significant degree (F=7.2t8, significant at the 1% level).
Fig,

It

In

and Table 2, it is seen that Ss of Ibw and raediua-induced

drive obtain approxiiaately the

9,13 and 9.10, respectively,

n Sex score of 11,35.

saiae

wMle

n Sex scores, with means of
Ss of high-drive produce a mean

The similarity of scores for low and raedium-

drtve groups was not predicted and will be elaborated in the dis-

cussion section.

It may be ccaioluded that

iiJhen

low or nedium-drive

groups are compared to the high-drive group the relationship is
direct, supporting the prediction,

Thanatic Sexual Responses and Inhibition

It was predicted that over all levels of drive, there x«mld be

li.

Tor further description of the treatment of stinulus-

relevaiice refer to the section on Stimulus -Relevance,

Table 1
Analysis of Variance of n Sex Scores as a Function of
toduoed Drive . iSiibition and Stimulua-Relevanoe

SS

SoTiree

df

MS

F

Driv*

l,it68.00

2

734.00

7.48**

Inhibition

1,127.00

1

1,127.00

ll.l«*»

532.00

2

261.50

11,193.00

114

98.18

Stimulus-Relevance X
Drive

224.00

4

56.00

.88

Stimulus-Relevance X
Inhibition

35.00

2

17.50

.27

Stimulus-Relevance X
Drive X Inhibition

2i^3.00

4

60.75

.95

14,582.00

228

63.96

Drive X Inhibition
SS/Drive X
Inhibition

Residual Error

Significant at

15^

level

2.66
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Table 2

Mean Thematic Sax Score as a Fgnction of Drive and
Inhibition Traw scores)

lovDrlve

MediumDrive

HighDrive

Mean Drive
Pooled

IO.50

8.95

12.55

10.66

^gh-Inhlbition

7.75

9.25

10.15

9.05

Mean InhibiUon Fooled

9.13

9.10

11.35

Low-Inhibition

25

Fig. k.

Thanatic sex responses as a fiinction of drive. Values on the
ordinate represent the total score on all six pictures.
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an iitreree relationship between thanatic sexual responses and
inhibition as defined by the experimentally induced inhibitoiy
ditions.

ecai-

In Table 1, it can be seen Uiat Inhibition is associated

•with differences

in thematic sexual responses to a significant

degree (F-ll.lie, significant at the 1% level).

indicate that the relationship is iiwerse.

Figure $ and Table 2

Thus, the prediction is

substantiated,

Themtic Sexual Responses as a Function of the Integaction of Drive
and Inhibition

A third prediction was that groups relatively
•

hi^

in inhibition

would not demonstrate as siarked a relationship between sexual drive

and thematic sexual responses as would groups relatively low in
inhibition.

In Table 1, it can b© seen that the drive x inhibition

interaction is non-significant (F-2.66, df-2, p>5^).
of the relationship is shown In Fi^. 6 and Table 2,

The direction
The low-

inhibitiwi group does not obtain relatively higher n Sex scores

pared to the high-inhibition group from low to high didve.
prediction is not substantiated.

ccsa-

Thus, the

The toadencjy toward an interaction

effect is due to the u-shaped curve produced by the low-inhibitiOTi,

low-drive group obtaining a higher n Sex scor© than the low-inhibition,

In evaliiating this result it was considered that

medium-drive group.

it night be due to an artifact resulting frcsa the inconsistency of

the instructions and the drive stlnuli received by the low-drive,
low-inhibition group, a point

cusaion section,

^ch will

be elaborated in the dis-

A oc ation analysis of variance was carried out conA

sidering only medium and high-drive.

An F of 3.29 was obtained which,

with 1 df, approaches but does not reach significance (p> $%).

In
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Fig. 5.

Thematic sex responses as a function of inhibition. Values on
the ordinate represent the total score on all six pictures.

Fig. 6.

Thematic sex responses as a function of drive and inhibition.
Values on the ordinate represent the total score on all six
pictures.
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Fig, 6 it can be seen that groups under loar-inhibition respond with

relatively stronger thematic n Sex scores than groups under highinhibition as drive increases from medium to high, idiioh is in the

predicted direction,
Stimulus-ReleYanee

To obtain a measure of stiinulus-irelevance, per cent of Ss giving
sex-related responses (receiving a score of 1 to 5)

The n

Sex.

'hbs cranputed.

scores obtained across all groups were then pooled in

obtaining the stiraulus-relevance of each of the pictures.

This was

done erven though the various ecxperljmaital grot^s are expected to
^effect seKual responding differently since interest was in obtaining

overall measures of stimulus-relevance by vAich to assess relative

differences in sescual responding as a function of pictures and

experimental grotqjs.

The results weivs as follows:

Picture 1, 32^j

Picture 2, 20%i Picture 3, 73%i Picture h, 86^j Pieture
Picture 6, 100^,

91%t

(For further descriptive data on individual pic-

tures, 3eo Appeaidix G),

It

vs.s

found that the frequency distribu-

tions of several of the individual pictures were too highly skewed
to justify an analysis of variance using individual pictures.

The

pictures of low stiiaulus-relevance had a preponderance of aero
scores, while the pictures of high stiisulus-relevance were skewed in

the opposite direction.

in the

saiae

It was therefore decided to conibine pictures

category in order to obtain more adequate distributions.

Before this was done, pictures were individually analyzed for the
nuBiber of Ss above and below the median

n Sex score for that picture.

Since no idcture significantly counteracted trends in other pictures

30

of the

saaie

category, responsets to

ii.ctiire3

1 and 2 were coafcined

and averaged as a score for low-oraLcrant pictures, responses to
Pictures 3

atid

If

were

coEfljlned

and a'Tcraged as a (toare for

m edlm-

relevant pictm'es and jresponses to Pictures 5 and 6 were coBtoined and

averaged as a score

high-relevant pictures.

Saar

It had been predicted thsA thematic scocual aresponses to pictures
of low stimulus-relevance wooLd discidsdnate among levels of drive

more effectively than pictures of high etimLus-relevance,

As can

be seen in Table 1, the stianiltiB-relevanoe x drive interaction is
non-sipnificant (F«.88).

In Fig, 7, it can be seen that, if anything,

the teodenesr is for high stinmlus-o^elevance to separate the gvaape
according to drive isoro effectively than

loar stiiaiilus-rel«?iranee.

This cannot be attributed to the ouestionable low-drive, lovrItjhibititHi group, since in Fig, 7 it

can be

seffli

that the increase

in n Sex score for the medium and high-drive groups is about the
Thus, the pre-

same frraa low to medium to high stiMulus-relervance.

diction is not substantiated.
It had been predicted that thematic sexual respwises to pic-

tures of

hi.'jh

stiisulus-relRfvance would discriminate

asfflns

levels of

inhibition more effectively than pictiares of low stimulus-relevance.

As can be seen in Table 1, the stiBBilus-relevance x inhibition inter-

action is non-significant (P-.27).
the increase in n Sex scores from
relevance is about the
ticais.

sarae

In
lovr

Fi;-. 8,

it can be seen that

to medium to

hij^i

stiwulus-

for the low and hieh-inhibitian condi-

Thus, the prediction is not substantiated.

Fig. 7.

Thematic sex responses as a function of cirive and stimulusrelevance. Values on the ordinate represent the total score
on two pictures at each level of stimulus-relevance.
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Fig. 8.

inhibition and
Thematic sex responses as a function of
represent the
stimulus- relevance. Values on the ordinate
level of stimuluseach
at
pictures
two
on
score
total
relevance.
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Inycstigation of "ndividual

?lcti!3res

In order to i'urther stu^ the interrelationship of drive,
chaiacterls tics, pictures were aaalyzod

inhibition and

stiinu3.us

individually.

The n Sex scores elicited

oi"

seioxal ioageiy (niasiber of

each picture, percentage

lijr

n Sax responfies

rscored 1 to 5),

mean

sosual isBgeiy scores, isnge and «ean weight of sex inageiy scores

considering only scores greater ttiux aero for each picture are presented in Appendix G.

The n Sex scwe

as close to the medium as possible for the

pooled 3s was selected for each picture.
follows:

Pictures 1, 2, and 3»

2-3 I Picture 6t

of

'J*e

{H«4j.O

h-S.

The cutting points were as

0-l| Picture ht

1-2 1 Pictm'o

The number of Ss above these points for each

three levels of drive pooled across

lianrels

of inhibition

per groc^) is presented in Tables 3 through 8, respectively,

A suuBsary of

clii squaare

values is presented in Table 9.

Here it can

be seen that although none of the relationsld.ps are significant,
there is a strong tendency (10^ level) for an increase in n Sex
scores to occur with increase in drive for the higher stimulusrelevant pictures, h and 6,

There is also a slight tendency

(2<fJ>

level) in the same direction for Picture 1, a picture ©f low

stimulus -relevance.

In additi<Hi, it can be seen from the tables

that n Sex scores for all pictures either increase or are equal but
do not decrease from low to high-drive.

In order to examine the effects of inhibition on stimulusrelevance, the number of Ss (H"60 per group) of low and high

inhibition pooled across levels of drive who responded with sexual
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Table 3
Mtmber of Sb Above Median Putting Points on
n Sat Scores for Picture 1 (lfc20?

Drive

Mediun

High

Pooled
Inhibition

I<w

7

7

8

22

High

2

6

8

16

Pooled Drive

9

13

16

Inhibition

IS.

NUMBER
ABOVE
MEDIAN
CUTTING
POINT
(

12-

9.

LOW

INHIBITION

HIGH INHIBITION

0-1)

LOW

MEDIUM

HIGH

DRIVE

Pig. 9.

drive and
Thematic sex responses as a function of
inhibition for picture 1.
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Table k

Number of Ss Above Median Cutting Points on
n Sex Scores for Picture 2 (Ife=20)

Drive

Pooled
Inhibition

6531^

Low

low
Inhibition

Medium

High

High

3

1

6

Pooled Drive

9

6

9

10

18

15

NUMBER
ABOVE

12

MEDIAN
CLTTTING

POINT
(0-1

HIGH

INHIBITION

LOW

INHIBITION

)

LOW

MEDIUM

HIGH

DRIVE

Fig. 10.

Thematic sex responses as a function of drive and
inhibition for picture 2
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Table 5
Number of Sa Above Median Cutting Points on
n Sex Scores for Picture 3 0^20 )

Drive

Mediw

High

Pooled
Inhibition

17

15

16

U&

High

13

12

Ik

39

Pooled Drive

30

27

30

Low

Inhi-bition

LOW

INHIBITION

HIGH INHIBITION

NUMBER
ABOVE
MEDIAN
CUTTING
POIN T

LOW

MEDIUM

_L
HIGH

DRIVE

Fig. 11.

drive and
Thematic sex responses as a fvinction of
picture
3.
inhibition for
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Table 6
Kumber of Ss Above Median Catting Pointa
n Sot Scores for Picttire ^» ( fe2oj

m

Drive

MediTn

High

Pooled
Inhibition

low

8

8

15

31

High

5

10

8

23

13

18

23

Inhibition

Pooled Drive

18.

LOW

INHIBITION

NUMBER
ABOVE
MEDIAN
CUTTING
POINT
(1-2

HIGH

INHIBITION

)

LOW

MEDIUM

HIOH

DRIVE

Fig. 12.

Thematic sex responses as a function of drive and
Inhibition for picture 4.
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Table 7
Number of Sa Above Median Cutting Fointa on
Picture 5 ( Ife20 )
a. SSL Scores for

Drive

Medium

High

Pooled
Inhibition

12

Ik

14

no

5

7

9

21

17

21

23

low

Low
Inhibition
High

Pooled Drive

18

IS

LOW

NUMBER
ABOVE
MEDIAN

INHIBITION

12

9

HIGH

INHIBITION

CUTTIN6

POINT

6

(2-3)

3

0

LOW

MEDIUM

HIGH

DRIVE

Fig. 13.

and
Thematic sex responses as a function of drive
Inhibition for picture 5.
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Tabl* 8

Hvmber of Sa ftbov Median Cutting Points en
n Seat Scores lor t"icture

Drive

Low

Medium

High

Pooled
Inhibition

12

23

22

low

7

High

5

8

9

12

12

21

Inhibition

Pooled Drive

Fig. I'W

drive and
Thematic sex responses as a function of
inhibition for picture 6.
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TalxLe 9

Summary of Chi Sqgaree for Indlvldnal Pietureg

Pictures

df

1

2

3

k

4.38

11.31

Total

5

5.85

6.25

Drive

'l

3.80

.95

Inhibition

2

l,kO

2.32

3.''«)^

Interaction

2

.65

2.98

.21^

*
^

5.06^

Significant at 1^ lev*l
Significant between 5 «nd

10^<

level

2.U

5
Itt.lS

1.87

6

8.85

5.76^

12.0i|^*

.27

3.08
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responses aboro the jasdian cutting points for each picture was

detemined.

In Tables 3 thrcfush

3 it

can be seen tJmt there are

tendencies for inhibition to be asaociated «ith decreased sexual
responsivl-ly in all pictures.

lationships

stscs

The chi square valuoES for these re-

presented in Table 9, where it can be seen that

only for Pict^^^e 5, a picture of high stiauluo-relevance, is the

relationship significant {1% lerel),

Hovrever, for Picture 6, the

picture of strongest BesEual-relerance, there is aljiwst no difference botweeai levels of inhibition.

Pictures 2 and 3 approach sig-

nificance (between 10^ and 20% level).

It may be concluded that

factor
seaaml-relevaiice of the stimiLus is not in itself a critical

in detenaioing the effects of inhibition.
interaction
]?urther analjrsiB consisted of an investigation of
of drive and inhibition upem thematic sexual responses.

Fca-

each

high-ir^bitiwi 3b
level of drive the nuii>er of low-inhibition and
(K«2C per group) abwre the cuttliig points

Tables 3 through 0).

determined (See

EesaLts analyzed by chi squares called for a

Model 2b, in
triple order interactirai proposed by Sutcliffe (1957),

from each
which values for drive and inhibition were subtracted
total.

A

sunaaaiy of

presented in Table 9.

cM

square values for these interactions is

Here it can be seen that none of the inter-

approaches signifixjance
acticms are significant, although Picture U

dog

level).

in
The direct ian of those relationships is presented

Figs, 9 through Hi.

It can be seen that the tendencies are no more

consistent for pictures liithln the

saitte

level of stirnulus-releivance

stijaulus-relevance.
than for pictures in different levels of

How-
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ever, a second analysis carried out oiaittiug the q;aestionable low-

drive group yielded a signLficant drive s inhibition interaction
effect for ricturos 2,

li,

and 6

(5/^

la

IotgI).

Fij^.

10 it can be

aeen that for Picture 2 there is a direct relationship between
thematic sexual responses and induced drive under conditiooe of high

inhibition and a reverse relationship under conditions of low inhibition.

On the other hand, for Pictures h and 6, as indicated in

Figs, 12 and

li,',

recjTectively, it can be seen that there is a direct

relationship betifeen thematic seaoml responses and induced drive

under conditions of low inhibition and a lessor or inverse relationship under conditions of high inhibition.

In other words, the nature

of the interacticm i3 opposite for Ilcture 2, on the one hand, and
Pictures h and 6, on the other hand.
Afaemtic Cexual Guilt P.esponses and Inhibition

It

-Has

predicted that over sll levels of drive there would be

a direct relationsha^) between

experiiiicntall;^'-

thematic seacual guilt responses.
Using all Ss, the

m^n

induced inhibition and

To test this, a t-test was used.

theaatic sexual guilt score for Ss under high-

inhibition was 20,22, and for Ss under low-iiihibition 18.10, which is

in the predicted direction.
cant (t«,7^).

However, the difference is ncMa-oir?!lfi-

LeiEBn and Epstein (in press) have pointed out that

Ss producing jaaiv thematic sexual responses have grea-er opportunity

for obtaining high scores on guilt related to sex than Ss producing

few sexual respoaises.

Accordingly, a oeocmd t-teat was oonpitec in

which inhibition groups were balanced on total n Sox scores.

At

each of three drive levels, low-inhibition Ss were oatched on au
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individual basis with high-inhibition Ss obtaining the same n Sex
scores.

As the result of balancing for n Sex, the K for each of

the inhibition grov^ was reduced from 60 to 37 (low-driTe:
medlum-drivei

1h, high-drlTes

11).

A

t>-fcee*

12,

of 1.71 was obtained,

which with 72 df is significant at the ^% point for a one-tailed
test.

The mean weighted tbaaatic guilt score for high-inhibition

is 23. U5, iriiereas the jnean weighted theaatic guilt score for lew-

inhibition is 16.78, which indicates that the relaticmchip is in
the predicted direction.

Thus, when thsaiatic sex scores are held

constant, the prediction is substantiated.

14

Discttssion

Thenatlc Sgsoal Responses and Ssixual Drive

would
It ws« predicted that across letvelo of inhibition, Uiepe
test
be a direct relationship between s&xaal responses on a TAT -type

and seflwal drive.

How-

This prediction was senerally substantiated.

produced almost
ever, the finding that low-didve and nedinn-drive Ss
craasideration.
identical n Sex scores was not anticipated and warrants

The pictures used to induce the drive states were selected

an.

the

and no
basis of representing three levels of sesual ctimLatlon

attempt was made to equate the intervals between them.

bility is that the stimuli used for «ie low-drive
of

funy

One possi-

grot^ffi

(pictures

froa
attired ordinaiy women) were not sufficiently different

(scantily attired "pinthe stiiaull used for the medium-drive groups

in sexual drive.
up" type pictures) to arouse differences

An

ratings of the picattenpt to check this 1^ coaparing the initial

was non-revealing, as
tures made by the Ss in the pre-eoqierijaent
sets of pictorial
little difference was found among all three

effect resultiag
stimuli, probably due to an "anchoring"

^oa

set, and
Ss viewing only the pictures in a particular

the in-

structions that the pictures were

an

l^r

the

of fairly attractive wonen

ratings were high.
and Ss should not be concerned if all

Inspection

of the judges does not
of the pictures and the unanimous ratings
jaake

aedium-drive stimuli are so
it likely that the low-drive and

arousal.
similar as to result in similar seamal

On the contraiy,

A) would suggest that
the nature of the pictures (see Appendix

low and medium pictures
there is a greater difference between the

15

than betireen the aedium and

hi^

A

cmes.

laore

probable c^cplanatlcm

for the sicdlarity in sexual responding for low and saedium-dsrive is
suggested by the finding that the relationship of n Sex to drive

for the lew-inhibition group was u-shaped as a result of the
drive group produoing stronger sexual responses than the
drive group.

2B0diuni-

This uoonticipated finding can be accounted for if it

is considered that for the low-drive, loK-inhibition

an apparent

lov^-

di&crcpanc^y^

stinuli presented.

sinnjqp

there is

bet»een the instructions received and the

It uill be recalled that the Sz vere told by an

"infonaal", younf; laale asperiaenter that they wore going to partici-

pate in a stui^y on the deteminants of "sexual attractivoxess" and

their task was to rate "sec appeal".

In addition,

th^

that th^' need not participate in a stvu^y of sex if

were told

th^

did not

wish to, and that vbxLe rating the pictures teey should not feel
"moral restraint".

It was stiggested that they make COTments about

the girls' "breasts", how passionate they thought the girls to be,
etc.

It appears probable that with a set established that they were

to view risqu/ pictures, the presentation of slides of ordinary

women was disappointing, and possibly drive nay have
as a result of frustrated expectancies.

beesa

increased

The sane would not apply to

the high-inhibition group, tdxere a uniform relationship was found

between ssxual responding and drive for all three drive levels, as
the attitude of the eq)erimonter and the instructions were appro-

priate to the drive-stimuli utilized.
Due to the similarity of the two studies, the results of the
present stu^y can be coaqparod with the findings of Clark (19?2,
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1955), vho reported that an experiiKmtal group (high-drive) produced

less sexual responses than a control group (neutral).

One possi-

bility for the differences in findings In Clark's etuc^y and the
present one is that, as has already been pointed out, Clark's procedures and instructions facilitated inhibition in the drive-con-

dition only.

In Clark's control group,

^ftiioh

was presented neutral

pictures (landscape scenes, architecture, etc.) prior to taking the
TAT, the inhibitory set was not associated with sexual cues i^ereas

in the ejcperiraental group it was.

SSjice raDy two groups

were used

it was not possible to separate the effect of set-produced inhibi-

tion from drive-arousal, i.e., the decrease in sesmal responses of
the drive-aroused group was a decresise relative to the control group

which
onOy, and the control group had been tested under conditions
differed in inhibitory set as well as drive-arousal.

^ch my

Another factor

have functioned to produce the differoaces in findings is

in the
the quite probable differaices in the sajsple of Ss utilised

two studies with regard to socio-economic class.

stu^ the Ss were

In the present

approxijaately evenly divided between the lower

and middle socio-economic classes.

Although no data are available

undergraduates
for Clark's saB^Jle, it would appear safe to assuiae that

socioat lale University are nainly frcaa the middle and upper
econoBdc classes.

The iaportance of Ss socio-economic class in

drives on the
determining the cacpression of culturally restricted

Naylor (195U).
TAT is indicated by a stucty conducted by I^ussen and

Th^

punishment
hypothesized that overt aggression is subject to less

therefore lijwer
in lower class Ss than in middle class ones, and
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class Ss shovild be less anacioua over Ijebaving aggressively, and less

apt to inhibit ag^^reeslve behavior.

In support of the hypothesis,

they found a direct relationship between behavioral and TAT hostility
in a lower tfLass group whereas studies using middle-claes grcaips have

generally reported
is also an

osi

absence of relationship.

Socio-economic class

ii^rtant factor in the esqaression of sex, as indicated

Kinsey's (I9h8) study of sale sescual behav^^r.

Single males in

the lower socio-econoinic classes are reported to have a greater frequenqy of total seiaial outlet and be less ijshibited in their manner

hi^^er
of sexual ej^iressioaa, e.g., intercourse, than males in the
socio-econoaic classes.

Kins^

(19hB) concludes bis findings on

classes
sexual behavior and attitudes in the different socio-economic

by stating:
"The upper levaL rationalizes on the basis of T4tot is right
and OToncr. For this group, all socio-sexual behavior becraes a moral issue. Ilorality and sexua3. morality beeorae
more or less sjTiOTyjaous terms. Vs^nv persons at this level
believe that there are few types of morality which are more
(p. 38t!)
enormous than sexual morality."

"Lower social levels, <Sn the contrary, rationalize their
patterns of sexual behavior on the basis of ^*at is natural
it
or ujinatural, Pro^rital intercourse is natural, and
is, in consequence, acceptable. ... "here are some individuals at letter levels -who do see moral issues in sexual
behavior, but by and large ev^ th^ recosniie that nature
Thes-- maj'- "ImoM that intercourse
trill triuisph over morals.
it's
is tJTong", but "thes'- expect to have it aiyw^, because
human and natiiral to have it." (p. 385)
Takinf^ Clark's findings into account it can

be concluded that

is rela^ullt and inhibition can obscure the^ drive, but •s&ere guU-t

tively low there is a direct relationship between experljiKntaiay
induced drive and thematic sexual responses.
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Theaatlc Seacoal lleaponses and Iiiiaibitign
there would be
It was predicted that over all levels of drive,
on a TAT-tjype test
aa inverse relationship betueen sexual responses

and inliibition.

Tfaic

is in accord with

a

prediction vas substantiated.

stuc^y Toy liossen

This fiodijae

aad Scodel (1955), where it xms

of an authority figure
found that sessual stlaulation in the presence

responses than van
resulted in greater inhibition of thamatic sexual

the case in a pcnaissive situation.

Thus, it

be concluded

aaj-

tliat

understanding of theaaatic
one of the factors necessaiy for an
total situational
eapression of a culturally taboo drive is the

which
contead of the adEiinistraticn of the test,

mj

enhance or reduce inhibitory tendencies operatinc

function to

\rf.tliin

the

individual,
of the Interaction of "rive
Theiaaiic Seyual r-esponses as a Functi on
and lahj-bition

hi-h In inhibiA third prediction ims that croups relatively
relationship between sexual
tion would not demonstrate as laarbed s

would groups relatively lew
drive and thcmtic sexual responses as
in inhibition.

not found
The interaction of drive z inhibition was

to reach statistical slcnificance.

As has been discussed previously,

sexual respondinT of the
it is probi*lc that the relatively strong

artifact of the discrepancy
lovr-drive, low-inhibition sroup vas an

and the drive atisuli
between the Instructions these Ss received
cnployed.

the hl^h n
Since there was a strong sugGcstion that

Seoc

was a function of a
responses in one of the low-drive conditions
e:q)erlmental groups, an
factor which did not operate in other

the low-drive group.
analysis of variance was carried out without

19

Uoder these conditions the resTilts approached significance in the
The tendency for groups relatively

predicted direction.

hi^

in

inhibition to demonstrate a less marked relaticaiahip between drive
and sexual responses than groups relatively Ioh in inhibitiai is in

accord with findings by Leijaan and Epstein (in press) and Leinan
(1961) -who investigated thematic sexual responses in relatiwi to

self -reported sexual behavior and guilt.

Th^

found, at least for

certain conditltais, that Ss of high guilt produced weaker thCTatio
sexual responses as drive increased, in contrast to Ss of low guilt,
vtio

demonstrated a direct relationship between thematic sexual re-

sponses and drive.

Further support for an interaction of inhib ition

and drive is found in the difference in findings between the present
stu(fy

and the

caie l^y

Clark (19^2).

As has previously been pointed

out, Clark's finding that sramal arousal resulted in a decrease in
theinatic sexual i^sponses vb32.e the present stu4y indicates sexual

arousal increases thematic seacual resi>onses may be accounted far a^
the assumed differences in sexual guilt as a function of socio-

economic level.

All in all, it may be concluded that guilt can not

only obscure the relationship between drive and thsaatic responses,

but can invert it.
Stimulus -Relevance
It was predicted that pictures of low relevance would discriminate Bsaom levels of drive more effectively than pictures of

hi^

relevance, while pictures of high relevance would discriminate among

levels of inhibition more effectively than pictures of low relevance.

Neither prediction was substantiated.

Analysis of individual
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pictures Indicated a ceneral tendency for drive to increase thematic
sexual responses across levels of stinwlus -relevance and for Inhibi-

tion to decrease thematic sescual responses across levels of stiaulusrelevance.

One esplanation for the findljig that drive increased sexual

responding across levels of stiraolus-relevance and inhibition
depressed sexual responding across levels is that the cc«iceptual

model failed to predict ttismatio projection as related to
relevanoe.
that, "it

stiiitulus-

In line with this, Epstein and Pena (in press) speculate

well be that the conceptual model fails to predict

conflict through an overproduction of relevant responses at the low
end of the stiBiulus-dimensi«i and an underproduction at the high end,
across
as the response tendencies coi^ine into one overall net effect

the dimension,"

An atteu^jt was Bade to arrive at some tentative conclusions as
to effective stimiluB-charactoristicG by comparing the results in

with those in a

the present

studfcr

most of the

sasne pictoires.

stu<fy

by Leiman (I96I) which used

Leiman, who investigated thematic sexual

and guilt,
eororession in relation to self -reported sexual behavior
discriminate
found that a picture of low stimulus-relevance tended to

between levels of drive and pictures of high stimulus-relevance
between levels of guilt.

However, in the present stu^y, the pictures

than the
of high relevance were generally better measures of drive
pictures of low relervancs.
iTbile

With regard to guilt and inhibition,

sta^
the greatest differentiation of inhibition in the present

failed to
was found with a high relevant picture, it was one that
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discrlndnate in Leiwua's stutfy.

Moreover, the high relevant picture

on3y drive ia
that best measured guilt in I^daan's stu^, measured
the present stu<^y.

In the present stu^y, it

laas

further found that

drive under
a picture of high and medium relevance best neasured
the reconditions of low inhibition, but that under high Inhibition

lationship was obscured or renrersed.

However, on a low relevant

to thoaatic responses
picture, drive was found to be directly related
inhibition.
under high inhibition and inversely related under lew

that Ss under
This lattOT finding can be understood if it is assui^d

«» high

drive and high Inhibition are in conflict and accordingly

follow the conflict model.
effect of drive

All in all, it is again evident that the

m th^atie responses

is determined by inhibition.

in results
A consideration that may account for the differences
of the two studies is that

whffia

drive and inhibition are externally

sexual drive is
manipulated, as was the case in the present study,

the drive-cues are
more readily recognised and labelled than when

produced
measure.

l^jr

Leiaan's
a gradual build up of an inner state, as in

facilitates
It can be assumed that ccmscious reoognitiom

inhibition.

sexual
The hicher frequencies across drive levels of

study, as caa5«red to
responses to the low pictures in the present

set effect in «ie present
Leiman's study, suggests the operation of a
stu<fy.

Picture 1 where 32^
This is particularly well illustrated in

as congared to 1B%
n Sex scores were obtained in the present study

in Leiaan's

stucbr.

It

my

well be that the combined set effect pro-

the ratings for sex
duced hy the instructions, sexual stianili and
relevant pictures.
appeal usurped the influence of drive on the Iw.-
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high relevant
ExfceimL set would not exert as great an effect on the
pictures as

th^

produce their ovm set effect and responses vaiy not

when it does
according to whether sex enters, but how sex is liandled
enter.

under
One may speculate that for pictures of high relevance

Ss express the drive to
a relatively consciously experienced drive,

the degree to idxich th<^ find it acceptable.

In this regard, Leiraan

questionnaire, was
found that guilt, as measured by a self -report

related to perfonmnce on high pictures.

drive in the present

stuc^jr

The Biethod of inducing

and Leiman's critericoi of guilt would

feelings or attitudes.
seem to similarly relate to relatively overt

which an index of
The la^Mjrtance of the level of consciousness at
studies (Leiman and
drive is obtained has been indicated in two

different findings
Epstein, in press j Leiiran, 1961) which reported

for different indices of drive.

Leiiaan<s measures of drive (rate

of nocturnal onission)
of orgasm, time since last orgasm, and rate
ejqjeriaiental induction of
would appear to be more subtle than the

drive in the present study.

This would suggest the hypothesis that

are best measured
«Kr relatively conscious attitudes and feelinss

\ij

are best measured
relevant pictures whereas less conscious drives

1^ low relevant pictures.
in the present

Btudfcr

This

l^thesis would

explain the finding

high
that only among pictures of medium and

strongly related to
relovsnce was the expression of sexual, responses

sexual drive.

The fact that one of the pictures of

hl^^ih

relevance

feature of relatively
measured inhibition may be due to its special

avoidance of its sexual
high ambiguity, which readily allowed for an

content in a manner that was not Inappropriate.

Thus it yielded the
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largest dLspersion of

n.

Ses scores among the six pd-ctures.

It may

be tentstively concluded that stijaulus characteristics other
ETtintuliiS-relGvanco

laiist

tiian

be considered in conjisaction with the natvire

of the drive and the total situatiorf^'contesct of Its arousal In understandins theasatic projection.

The fact that the same high and low

pict\ires do not always work in the came «ay lasy indicate that, at

present, the best proesdare is to use several pictures at each level
of stimulus-relevance in the hope -Uiat if one picture does not pick

up an effect a different one say.
Thematic Se.Mal Gvdlt Ilosponses

aiid

Inhibition

It was predicted that over all lovaLs of drive there would be

a direct rolationshlp between e:cperimentally induced inh5.bitlon and
saaial gualt responses on a TAT-tj'pG test.
TAT n Sex the prediction was confimed.

VJhen Ss

were balanced for

This is in ccaatrast to the

res^ats of Clark (195S) who found a reverse relationship.

Clark nejiLected to control for TAT n

Seoc

However,

in evaluating guilt, and

since guilt could only ontor in rolaticn to seixual responses, his

results vejcy likely are an artifact.
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Siaanary

effects of
ThG purpose of this stucV uas to iJivestigatc the
on oexual and
o^pcriosntal]^ induced sarual drive and inhibition
of pictures varying in
guilt responses to a TAT-type tost consistins
stifflulus-i-elevance.

Three groups of subjects

(liO

Ss in each srowp)

of femles, representwere precentod throe different sets of slides

ing fctoee levels of sexual stSanulation.

stimUted under
ticai

Half of each grwip was

concitions designed to lasxiniae guilt and inhibi-

and half under conditions designed to

inhibiticai.

type teat

BiiniiBiie

guilt and

TATFollcwing this, all subjects were presented a

mde

of stimulusup of pictures arranged along a gradient

relevance in regard to the sexual drive.

VJeiglited scores

obtained for thcaatic n Sax and theratic soxual-suH*.

were

^he major

fiTidings majr be suamariaed as follows:

1.

dii-ect relationship
Aci-oss all pictures, a significant

sesaal drive and thjaaatic seiooal
(1^ level) was found between

responses,
2.

relationship
Across all pictures, a significant inverse

e^eriiaentally djiduced inhibition and
{IS level) was found between
thaaatic sexual responses.
3.

between
Inhibition was found to raodiiy the relationship

certain pictures.
drive and thomtic sGcmal responses on

On pic-

direct relationchip was found
tures of ncdlum and high relevance a

uhen inhibition was low
between themtic seaial responses and drive
reversed uhen inhibition was
while the relationship was obscured or
high.

found on a picture of
Completelir opposite i-elatiaiPhips were
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loa rul€svanee.
U.

A sisoificaat direct relationship

(Si?

level) between expari-

i^s
mitally induced inhibition and thaaatic Bexual-guilt responses
round only after Ss were balanoed on TAT n

Sex.,

drive
It was concluded that the relationsliip betweaa
se:cual responses is complicated

the effects of inliibition, stimulus

characteristics and the nature of the drive and
conteicb of its arousaX*

aaad tlianatic

tlie

total situational
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Appendix A
Drive StiEBill

Appenc.ix 5

TAT -Type Pictures
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Appendix C
Instructions for Thematic Test

This is a test of yoar creative iraaglnation.
tures will be projected

caa

the

screffli.

A number of pic-

You will have twenty seconds

story about
to look at the picture and then U minutes to aake up a
it.

Notice that there is <me page for each stoiy.

To insure a complete stoiy, include the following:
to the scene

1)

What has led

2)

Vftat is happening,

3)

^ftat

xep

and what are people feeling and thinking

will the outcoiae be

up interest.
Do not merely describe the pictures, but txy to make
Ing and vivid stories about them.

Make up a new stoiy for each one

picture.
rather than continuing a stoiy from a previous

not tell humorous stories.

than as your own experience.

Tell the story

1ji

Please do

the third person rather

G3

Appendix D
Oocupatlon
Freouenqr Distribution of Father 's
'

f*«f. t.>iA

1

HIte (irouQE

5

6

3

U

3

3

2

Underworld

Day labor

1

1
6

3

3

5

U

5

O

9

9

10

8

9

9

Lower white eollar

1

2

1

3

1

Upper white collsir

1;

3

6

8

7

ProfessiOTial

U

3

3

3

1

$

9

8

10

11

11

11

2

1

1

2

1

1

Skilled labor

Business e(xecutive

EEtrm»ly wealthy

(A

kppm&ix. E
Examgples of TIean J. Jei^'hbed n SeA Scores Given

'

to Stories for Individual Picturea

Pictore 1

Weighted score of 1 ; "The boy appears to be deep in thought, perhaps an argument or a disappointiaent has co353elled hira to sit on
this dock cnrerlooking a p<md. The bpy probably lost his girl as
the result of a misunderstaRdiog. He is nm thinldnc and tiyino to
discern ;^o «as -Mrong. Tlie next scone would probably show him talking to his girl and reasoning things out followed by a smile and
then all is well again."

Weighted score of 2 t "Undoubtedly, love is one of the prime drives
in all people, it appears that vjhen cme's love is absent he will

often GO to a quiet and possibly somewhat picturesque place where
his
h© has been with his love before. At this place he thinks of
love far away and also recalls fond menajries of experiences that
again
took place near, cay a pond. !io?t likel^'- he uill see his love
and his love may be deeper than before her absence."
off
We ig^hted score of 3 ; "The boy on the wharf is spending his day
sits he
irm. his fob at ihe suisiraer resort rather leisurely. As ho
had had
thinks about his girl back hcsa relating it with the fun they

long
the past school year. He does not meditate upon this for
where he
because his mind wonders over the horizon by the mountains
coii?>lexhad til© ^irl last night. She was a beautiful girl of dark
that was his
ion and dark hair. Her bocfer was well proportioned and
major interest ixx her."

Weighted score of In

Ho story.

Weighted score of

Ho story.
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Appendix E. continued
Picture 2
"The relloir has just finished a cigarette and
¥ei;^hted score of 1 ;
I'ressod
is ret-arnlni' to a tknce. Tliis iP the reason for bis being
in a suit. He is wondering which girl he should take home and how
fexaray she lives. But by the tixm he eoes back In to ask her to
dance the girl has either left -.nth soa^ne else or is being close-

ly ystched by a nnir pcrtner. The bcry in the picture forgets tlie
matter after broodinc for a bit and 'oes out for a few beers with
th3 bqjTS."

¥ei?;hted score of 2

i

Ho stoiy.

"This boy is eoing into the Dean's office, at
the 'iiean' s suniaoiis. This borjr has been caught with a girl in hie
room. The boy is coing to be thro-im out of school. This is
unfortunate as the reason he was going to school was to provide a
decent life for the girl tliat -das caught in his room."

Wo lFchted score of 3 ;

Ueightod score of h i

Ho stoiy.

"A boy hac just seen ccmcthins he did not
Weirhted score of 5
want to see. iie walked in a bedrocaa and saw his older brother
mldjic love in a nude state to his girl friend. The bqy has just
como from a party hinself , of course for youn;]:er children and
eoared to a r:uch losr. aciture level. He is shocked to find his
brother in the 6m with the lights out and leaves the rooa not
knoKinr' what to think. Shou3.d he be disgusted or is this noraal?"
;

G6
AT3pendis E, continued
fiotui'e 3
"Tliis mn v;as supposed to meet a besautiful
seens
laaii is ..robably laarried because it
""The
park.
tke
girl
She's Teiy late
that the hour end place of meeting ±^1^ secrecy.
will proband the wim sitting: at the bench is voiy armc^sd. He
ably create a scene -Hhen she arrives."

Weighted acore or 1 ;
ill

"This youii^ ven has just se«D a girl friesad
wal^TJl.'iKrhe fiances at his *jatch to see if he will be
to catch
late iJi "'•ettir^ home to supper. He finally decides
Saturds^ nij:ht. Saturday
\d.th he^' and asks her "or a date that
has a linnight arrives; he ^oes an his date and he finds out he
home, he asks fcr
ing for this -irl. Therefore, '.rhen he takes hor
Thus, the start of a love affair is caused."
e date next w^kend.

vreighted score of 2:

oTMs

^

a date this Satwday evenlns, but as
saw her driving away in another
T:ft^^ai7aUis
and went to a place
car.^ He became thoroufchly defected for airtille
"3nD.ke-out"
overlookin-^ the trcter, •'.rhich had become their favorite
to fi:-Bre out
tried
and
-«Mle
long
for
a
dejectedly
sat
He
spot.
been ^-oinr
what had caused his ,:!irl to do th-ls aftcsr th^rj had
evei^rthing had been
steady for almost a year. He concluded that
xias concerned for
her fault and she ws.s not worth the trouble. He
he forcot her.
date
first
hio
after
but
afterwards,
xfeek
a
about

Weighted, score of 3!

si-rl s house, he

"l^iH is married to a wealthy but quite
desperasociajitc. ""Ris love life has been miserable. In
girls in *he
the
of
one
with
friendly
quite
gotten
has
he
tion
this girl in the
office he works in. Ke has made a date to meet
at hor place for
local park because he does not Trent to pick her up
is tliinkij^s that
fear of^ossip. She is late for the date. He
and the affair
maybe she changed her mind. She finally comes
out accidently.
finds
wife
His
months.
for
blossoms and contiiiues
She is cured and
The i^ct rorces her into seeing a psychiatrist.
forgives him,"

Wei-^bted sco re of h

'-

f->.i"id

Weii;hted score of

Ho

stoccy.

> i

Appoadix

contiimed

"A Sunday a.£tcmoon and a "oyng unmarried
^Jei-hted scci-eofl:
are walkm^ doini si cart
couple tro valicnn- ir. the co-ontiy. Thcr,ihe/ havsn't a
road .^id are just talking hajjpUy and aimlosc^.
f orsotien v/ieir xrorrics
have
Both
new.
ri:;ht
-.rorld
the
ia
care
is ^th each other.
vorld the
aiid are wlllixi:: to accept the
-visekend is oyer
the
that
sad
hoae
for
They coon w5.11>o or head
the ne:d raonun;:. Doth a,r^ee .hat thqy

W

and that -jork faeos tUca
^dll see each other soon, and

th^

part, such is life.

"Thorc h^s junt been a scioare dance at
ih^
this jaan and wanan are walking horns together,
realising: ttear
each other for mry ^nths but are Just
toward home th^ aake the
dien love. As they ^*alk in the Boonliiiit
parents about xt the
their
tell
will
They
SSision to r:et aa^ied.
o. the jouag
becauso
laaiTiage
thslx
rert dav but^bey d>3ect to
raarriafe ends in
peopleB' age. They get rnrried, but their

-Je^Thtcd ^ccrc of 2:

idwi

barn

anct

S^kncm

tragetfe'."

"The couple had a lot to discuss about the
JEs n:oth!.i' -^s ajao^t their
arisinc; at home.
t i.al
and it^^s her worries that
factors
religious
of
because
-jsrriace
needed a fev minutes to
couple
The
trouble.
the
all
;.as cSsinc
to
up the noun
headed
they
do
so
think over irhat they should
Tfe^r won':.ercd, once tiicre, i. ir/^?^:
theii- favorite spot.
if they waited
Fere they too youn-? Would th^ cot involved
xTOT^k.
other? iright .;aG conung
each
for
thqr
wait
0coiad
.ll!
Sd most
and th^ clutched each other and kissed,"

Weighted score of 3:

rSl^^ic

^n

"The Ion,- endless road to nowhere is being
by a youns couple, who because of nature and
sex, wre ca-dsht in the web of
the natural tendency to indulge
high
Their i«rents, wealthy lana owners and
?ujl.t and society.
for
pcSe, h^ve failed to provide leadership and welfare

-weighted score of lu

S

Versed o-r^^ c'iH'aTn

f^W So-le

couples
theriselves in trouble. Like most
and th^/
deteriorate
will
lives
their
this
is no .future lor such
eventually' be exfcremLy unhapty. There
couples

Si
s^Sc'^Sf
the

vrtxo

f^ot

4,

go up
P?*\Jf^*°
Weighted sc ore of $ x "As Howie and Annette
be the best
what way
aS^ ofwoodland, they are both thinking
^Tatti^ct each other into a action of
"
<^e watchans,
.Pf
are in a world all of their own, with no
chance.
big
their
feet freedom. This is
^°V^!^^h«
will take advantage of it. And now th^
They
they
what
weary and worn out. They teve achieved
also, however th^ did
a feelins of achievement, yet of sia
what restraint couldn't hold back."

se^

wm

^

22
fr.^^^J^t^

^ss

^^f^^^'

GS
Aryonrlix

continued

i'ictiu'e

^

"Ag IMOy and iior husbanc] rest on^the trunk
br.ck to i-aeiLr oia
a t^ee iii tlioir"Wc?;yard, thoj' are t;ii-ni.-lii£:
in their actions. !icw
oolle*4 days ai^ hoi.- they were such children
Thay are
Voeix own, thq>- .00 a hriolit -oture almcT.
longer does
No
oim.
their
of
L^id
on
liviiis
bxA
iiappili^ mrried
^xlhTiIlZ^:» etc. for sae has
^Sir tiiixk bac--: to hor tiTjes of harsh
fomid a new world, as -tfell as her husbai-vi."

T^^l-hto(J ^JCore of 1:

"The young mn had taken his girl
and LU^y stopped aiic^ »ent .or a chort wilk.
that one talks about
They "are laying, talking about foollDh thin^rs
propose, but
is ti-'-in,- to ^et up the coura-o to
uiJi Ln love.
They have no cares xor
it.
to
hUaself
bring
quite
can't
h© Just
She also llKee hto
these few hour3 that thc^ am alor.o aucl free.
in the aften^oon."
not
but
night,
that
veiy BBicfc. -ic -will pi-oyose.

¥ei.?hted score of 2 ;
a^teriioon

L^e

L

m

his life^^^
^^^l: for su>ro?
"^^lio
of
Tatter ofteii out
doted
Ho
had
door.
next
z;lrl
^e
{de ia love\d.t;i
brother." In fact she used
she ato^ looked -opon hiia as a "big
Thi. r.-oernocn Frazil: arlccd latty if f;0 '^ra^ited
bo cSfhL. that.
"O.K. rii" Brothor" said Patty,
To for a ride an his new car.
right =i3ot and ^ook Fauty up
tiie
kneir
He
road."
"let's iiit the
the -"ca^tiful creen -rass.
on
rested
there. Thej- sat doina and
At first Fatty -.-as
aiid Ussod her.
tool: 'atty 3^ Id.
anas. Then he loiow that
eurorif,ed but thm she Just molted in his
"dear
be in ike annc. "Big brother" vould become

-.feirchted scoi-e

y
.

alwc.

teisband"

their ca>' te pi
yelFhted score of U : "C71 a IdLl after ctoppincprette
a
have
to
dcr<m
3it
girl
and
begcomk acn;er3, a
narriage co ola D<j
The conversation cnd-tches fron mary thinss tine the
friendc or gl^a x>iends to jobs - all the
is sae ;^ill be "his ^arl
her
asking
is
iie
;jan.
the
teasing
and
leans dom to kiss her
Sd 3ha do^n't quite know .:hat to say.intoHe his
qyes, nods her head
up
looks
she
and she hesitatci. Soon
kiss."
and says yes, repeating tbin^-s after each

J

^f^^*
^l^ <^°^

"She didn't know wly, but soBBhow she felt
of Giving away her
S^^rrea^^ for ilm. She knew the consequences
"-^want^/^^
folt
slad.
she
bo^ryoratr^^e^,' ;nougl^,
had wanted to give in.
she liad had to say no, even though she
She
today
not
But
her.
sSpped
alws
Sd
sS^hSg
question
- she answered
the
asked,
eyes
ffls
hS^and their eyes^met.
!Iow, they
mrried.
be
would
th^
years
SthTslou nod. In two
beloni-od to each other."

Weighted score of 5:

tSs

^

'H
^^^^fjf
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Appendix

continued

Pletare 6
"Joe is a famdiand. All day long he works in
fields on the movjinn machine, cutting hay for the cows neadi
winter. In the evening he is bushed. He cfflaes hcane, takes a shower,
eats and heads for his girl's house. This day, his girl, who lives
alone since her jarents had been killed the year before, was in a
serious mood and Joe, seeing that she was thlnlcing of her parents,
was trying to take her Blind off of it,"

Welf-hted score of I t
trie

Melg^hted score of 2 : "These are two sweethearts. The guy vias away
in the war when he got hurt and they brou^t him back to a hospital.
His girl, still faitlifull to him visits him eveiy day. In the picture the giy from his bed is expressing smoothly his feelings to her
kissing her eyes."

"As he kissed her behind the ear he whispered
over and over agaii that he lovod her. As the two clung to each
other in a tight embrace, maybe their last, she could no longer
control her emoticaas and cried with such viol<ait sobs that her
did
entire bocfcr shook. Bill had no longer than a month to livej why
ready
it have to happen to them, noiJ that the^ were both young and
for mrriage and a happy life together."

VJeiRhted score of 3 ;

"Iter parents are away and he finds himself at
the
her house on a regular date. Since they are really alone for
While
in a
lovemaki
ng
their
.
with
away
carried
get
first time they
passionate enfcrace in her father's bedroom, her father comes and
tells her
catches them.. Ee throws them both out of the house and
to never return again."

Weij^hted score of h i

"These two people are both students in Madrid,
Weighted score of
The boy goes io a militaiy school and he's bothered by the strict
and
discipline there. The young wocian goes to a school run by nuns
awhile
after
and
d^
one
meet
They
discipline.
by
bothered
is also
they
they have regular intercourse. This is just cm of the times
man most
are together. This goes on for a while but soon the young
go to war and the affair Is ended."
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Appendix F

gymnples of Mean Weiffhted Thenatic Guilt Scores
and
(Due to the lack of mas- scores, samples of wei^htinss 1, 3
^
are given.
for external, ijitemal and indirect codlt respectively

EaAemal Guilt
"Tom Jones had mot Ellen Ssiith at a party and
Whole night. After the night was over they both
one probrealized ttet they really liked each other. There was only
income
average
of
family'
a
from
was
Tom
relaticaishipj
lem mth their
town and
mid Ellen's father was president of a big firm in their
told her not
quite wealtl^jr. When Ellen told her father about Ton he
Tom can't
to see him again. Th^ have been mseting secretly and
It turned out
understand where Ellen can bej she is one hour late.
each o-her
all risht and Tom and KLlen eventually started seeinc
with her father's perniission."

Weit'hted score of 1:
was'

with her

fhe"

He manages
¥ei-hted score of 3. : "The man is on a business trip.
her to his hotel
^0 pick up thi.s young attractive {^xl. He takes
love he has at home,
room and then proceeds to make up for the lost
makes her llvijig ly
las ^-Tife is constantly nagsing him. This sixl
men are there.
business
loael^the
when
place
right
being in the
this time and has
The man's tfife hanpons to be checking up on hlra
sues the girl and
them both cauftht in the act by the police. She
few mcxAhs and
leaves her husband. The husband comes back after a
chanses."
wife
His
life is different.

countiy lane.
Weighted score of 5s "Here two lovers wallc in a
relatiwiship has contheir
and
summer
the
durinj^
met
have
fhesthey ^^ill meet
tinued into the fall. As the:; ^lalk dcn-m the lane
man's past.
young
the
of
ghost
a
up
an individual who vdll brin;'
both part, hhe
This incident irill result in a quarrel, in which
pressure cannot
will ^rant to forgive bin but because of social
weeks time, he will
few
a
a.fter
end,
the
In
it.
to
herseijf
brin"
presnant,
At a still later time, she will have become
<^o aW.
^d ^rill not bo able to find him and in turn become socially
ostracized in her small home tovm."

Internal Guilt
just finished
Weighted score of 1: "Two college students have
recline on the ground,
now
date
his
and
man
Theyouns
picnlclnE.
but he is f^raid she
he looks at her and is inticed to kiss her
be that ttoouRb
will not return Ms affection. The outcome will
never know what
his shyness he will not Idss her and therefore

she felt toward him."
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Aprpendix

continued

Weighted score of 3; "A boy has been avray for a lone tine and both
he and his rtirlliave missed each other very much. Thoir letters tiad
become more and more passionate. l-Jher. he fijtially comes home he soos
to her house aivl her parents are just leavins. They head for the
couch and the next thing they teow it's all over. They spend the
need, couple of ijeeks svreatins it out and when her period finally
comes they vow never to let it happen again."

w

^^'^ *o
road
Weighted score of g; "As the two groi:>Gd their
Trom tiieir wSk in the woods, shame and guilt filled their bodies.
It had started out with only a kins and then neither could hold back
their penb up emotions. Karen had cried and told him that it would
lead to this* if they continued this constant

neckin,?;."

Indirect "gocial Guilt

We if^hted score

ox

1;

"The couple are out for a wall: to their

favorl-te restin';: spot. They aren't together alone veiy often and
find tJiat by walfcLnf; tof;ether and just beinc alone to<^ether -^ives
then a r^reat deal of satisfaction, for you see this is their last

chrnce to be to-rether this sumer.
back to school,"

Tomorrow she has to leave to go

"Tom's >7ife, Jane, has just been in an autonoTiile accldeiit ai^xl was t^en to city hospital were she is in fair
conc'ition. VJhen Tom hears of this he rushes to the hospital to see

Weighted score of 3 ;

his wife. As he walks through the door leadlnc into her room he is
thinkinn of nothinr else but her physical condition. He reniains by
her side imtil she arouses consciousness and is relieved to know
that she is progressing fine. Tom leaves and in a uatter of a few
days his wife w3.11 arrive home."

Weighted score of 5; "This couple have been In love for over five
years, but ^heir' parent? are ar^alnst their raenyln^. They have been
laeeting secretly for some time, but they both realise t^iat it can't
seepo on this way and have to decide to either ~et married or stop
the
ing each other. They decide to run away and set married, but on
way hone there is an" auto accident and he is killed. She f;oes into
a nunneiy and lives miserably for the rest of her life imtil she is
and
on her death bed. Then she accepts what God has sent to her
dies happi3y."
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Appendix G
Freqamicg distribution of n sea scores for all pictures

(

U-120 )

Pictures
<
o

1

2

3

U

0

81

9b

32

17

1

31

22

66

h9

19

6

2

7

0

15

35

Uo

17

3

1

1

3

6

15

16

U

0

0

20

36

5

0

1

18

hi

:

Gcores

0

5

8

VJ

Information on independent pictuea for sll 120 Ss

Per cent sex imKery

Mean sex

imagers'-

Hange of
scares

seac

score

Pictures
U
3

5

6

86;?

97'^

10055

1.01

1.61

2.72

3.81

0.5

O-li

0-5

0-5

1-5

.99

1.13

.89

1.29

i.Uo

1.22

1.23

1.25

1.38

1.91

2.81

3.81

1

2

32^

20^

73^'

.UO

.25

0-3

imaseiy

Standard deviation of
sex imagery scores

Mean weiglit of sex laageiy
scores considering only
scores rreater than zero
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